No.1/SSB/Empanel/CH/14/28-25

Dated: 20.6.18

MEMORANDUM

Sub:- Approval of competent authority for empanelment of BSR Superspeciality Hospital Ltd. Bilai in place of Apollo BSR Hospital, Bilai upto 12.02.2019.

Please refer to your letter ending No. 5499-5000 dated 05.05.2018 on the subject cited above.

In consequences to name change of Hospital, Director General, SSB has approved to empanel BSR Superspeciality Hospital Ltd. Bilai in place of Apollo BSR Hospital, Bilai on same terms & conditions of Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of India and as per agreement enter into with SSB or as amended time to time for providing cashless / credit basis treatment to our force personnel and their dependent family members. Fresh MOA/ MOU having validity of agreement upto 12.02.2019 with BSR Superspeciality Hospital Ltd. Bilai may be executed.

(Dr. Pradeep Joshi)
Commandant (Medical)
SO to IG/Director (Medical)

To
The Staff Officer,
SHQ (Spl.Ops), SSB, Bilai

Copy to:-

1. The AD(Ops), FHQ, SSB, New Delhi- For information.

2. The SFO (CC), FHQ, SSB, New Delhi for information with the request to upload the contents of the letter on the SSB portal.